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HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
Peter Amey, our Secretary and Editor of our Bulletin, offered
me the opportunity to say something in the first Bulletin of
the year and I was left wondering what to say. It seems that
I am often called upon to put some words together and I
worry that I am constantly saying the same thing. However,
at the risk of repeating myself and boring you all, I will say
‘Happy New Year to everyone. I hope this year offers you a
promise of better things to come and that you and your
loved ones prosper in good health.’

Actually, I think that CoVid-19 regardless, last year was
relatively successful. Even though we lost a high percentage of our meeting time, we
achieved a great deal. We have Baldwin Park modified and function with both DC and DCC
tracks for members to run trains, we have McEvoy Junction finished as our major display
layout and again used by member to run their DCC locomotives, we have Phil’s Zig Zag
started and ready for scenery and we have the HyBrid ready for display. We also had a
good, social finish to the year by joining together for dinner at the Labour Club.
Hopefully, this year will allow us to return to ‘normal’. We are already planning to run the
Model Railway Expo on 27 and 28 March. Our co-ordinator, Mal Irving, has advised traders
and exhibitors that we intend to go ahead – CoVid-19 restrictions allowing. He has, so far,
received applications from some 11 traders and 25 exhibitors who want to display 30
different layouts. Based on these figures and the fact that we know others have expressed
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an interest but have not placed an application, this Expo could be as large as any we have
conducted. It is, therefore, essential that we all keep theses dates free as we will need all
the help we can get. It is important also that you remember that we normally run displays at
various venues around town before the event to advertise the Expo. Consequently, as in the
past, we will be calling upon volunteers to staff those displays to encourage as many
Canberrans as possible to come along and participate in our Expo.
We have been talking to the School Principal, Daniel Mowbray, about our future at the
school. He has indicated that it appears that student numbers are going to increase and that
the school is going to need more classrooms. Next year, they are going to refurbish the first
floor, that is, the one above the ground floor, so that we are going to lose the space that we
have for the Mentor Group. This means that the Mentor Group is going to move closer to
the Club Room into the Staff Room attached to the Technical Arts Section. This space is
smaller than the area on the first floor so we will be working on trying to find more space for
that group, possibly a new building outside our Club Room.
Seeing that we have ‘finished’ McEvoy Junction as our primary display layout, I think our
major focus this year will be trying to find more space. We will work with school and the
Education Department to see if there is some way we can do something at the school or if
there is some other way we can proceed. There is no way that we want to leave the school
as I think we all feel that it is ‘home’. It is very early days yet and if anyone has an idea, be it
from outside the box, then those of us on your Committee would welcome it.
I hope that everyone has some time to give the Club in the coming months so that we can
run our Expo and earn some money so that Phil can relax the purse strings – only a little
though, Phil!
Regards
Robert B Morton
President
======================================================================

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen clubroom at 7:30 pm on Wednesday 3
February with a final presentation by Ron Geeves on the club history – “ All the rest is
History: concluding the History of Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.”
Ron has also asked that the following thank you be published:

A brief “thankyou” to members for their assistance.
Now that the Club History files have been handed over to those preparing them for
printing, I would like to express my sincere thanks to everyone who assisted in the
task of discovering, checking, and editing information, and providing photos so that
our history could be recorded accurately.
A task like this is never complete, but you have all given assistance willingly and often
at short notice when deadlines were near.
I hope that the finished product does the Club proud!

Ron Geeves
4th January 2021
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WHITHER GOEST THOU?? – THE 2021 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO
In case you were wondering, it is the intention to present the annual Expo on 27/28 March.
We have already have 30 layouts coming and about 11 traders. However, it all depends on
whatever Coronavirus issues we are facing at the time – the Committee is in communication
with the ACT health authorities and will continue to do so. At the show, measures will be taken
to comply with the regulations and requirements of the day. Exhibitors and traders are aware
that if circumstances dictate, it may be necessary to cancel the show at the last minute.
As you will be aware, events such as Hall Markets, displays at Bunnings and shopping centres
are on hold for the time being. Consequently we do not have our usual methods of promoting
the Expo to the public available. If you have any ideas about how to tell the public about the
show, have a chat to your nearest Committee member. They are working hard on the matter
– any ideas or support will be very welcome.
======================================================================
CMRCI CHRISTMAS DINNER.
A select group of CMRCI members gathered for annual CMRCI Christmas Dinner at the
Canberra Labour Club on the 18th of December last. Although numbers were down on last
year (Coronavirus and no subsidy probably paid a part in that) a relaxed and convivial
evening was enjoyed by all who attended.
The occasion was also used to present John Webster with an achievement award to
celebrate his years of service to the club, as a member, Committee member, Secretary and
Treasurer and for his participation in the management of external promotional events.

The Liston – Miller – Kanaley – de la Torre table.
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The President addressing the guests and about to present the Certificate of
Achievement to John.
================================================================

AN EVALUATION OF THE MENTORING GROUP
Everyone will be aware that CMRCI sponsors a Mentoring Group with students at The
University of Canberra High School Kaleen (UCHSK).
You will have seen layouts produced by the students such as Iron Rock Pass, Queanbeyan
and Nakele Junction at various exhibitions. The current project – named Techtopia by the
students – is under construction and is scheduled for completion by our next annual Expo.
Building these layouts is not the objective of the mentoring program, however.
Representatives of CMRCI recently attended a meeting with representatives of the ACT
Education Department and UCHSK to discuss the program. The following is an extract from
the Departments subsequent report which comments on the true outcomes of the program.

University of Canberra High School Kaleen Report of Review, 2020
30 October 2020
NSIT Domain 9: School-community partnerships
Domain descriptor
The school actively seeks ways to enhance student learning and wellbeing by partnering with
parents and families, other education and training institutions, local businesses and
community organisations. Parents and families are recognised as integral members of the
school community and partners in their children’s education. Partnerships are strategically
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established to address identified student needs and operate by providing access to
experiences, support and intellectual and/or physical resources not available within the
school. All partners are committed to the common purposes and goals of partnership
activities. Procedures are in place to ensure effective communications and to monitor and
evaluate the intended impacts of the school’s partnerships.
Findings
University of Canberra High School Kaleen (UCHSK) has cultivated a partnership with the
Canberra Model Railway Club which enhances the school’s Enrich program. Adults involved
with the club mentor students, leading to improved social capability for students. Through
their work with the club students have opportunities to learn new skills in design, building,
and programming as well as applying the learnings of the mainstream curriculum.
The school has developed strong and mutually beneficial relationships with a range of
external organisations. The partnerships with the Circus Warehouse and Canberra Model
Railway Club show obvious student growth in general capabilities.
It seems that our mentors and the program have had very beneficial results and that the
program is worth all the effort and time that has been put into it.
Well done, Chris, Ron and the team.

So this happens not just on my layout…..looks a bit like a NSWGR
47 Class, too.
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JOHN REGINALD EASSIE – Vale
The following obituary was published by AMRM on their website.

It is understood that Mr Eassie had an operation for a bowel problem on 22nd December and
never regained consciousness. He died on early 31st December 2020 at the age of 72
years.
The Austrains stand was a regular feature of our annual Expo for many years.
His Austrains products were an early introduction to a better-quality range of locomotives
and rolling stock – while they may have been succeeded by even better products, his was
near enough to the first and a cut above what ever came before.
RIP
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THEY DON’T BUILD THEM LIKE THEY USED TO” – By Ron Geeves
•
•
•

Different times.
Different tools and skills
Different materials.

Who were some of the good railway modellers in the early days of our Club?
Whilst researching material for the Club history book, I came across mention of some of our
earlier Club members who were fine modellers and who were recognised for their
achievements.
In the period of the 20th Century from 1960 (the year in which Canberra Model Railway Club
was formed) there were few HO-scale models of NSW or other Australian railways available
for purchase. A small number of models were available for those with deep pockets, and those
models were usually constructed of brass. Most model railway enthusiasts had to make do
with models that they constructed for themselves from a range of basic materials, without the
aid of the detailed plans and specialised modelling tools that we now enjoy. Even with these
restrictions, some modellers were able to produce models of locomotives and rolling stock that
were a revelation to those less capable in that age.
Model railways operated with DC. control, and PECO nickel-silver flex track was not readily
available from the nearest hobby store.
The following short segment provides an example of what ready-to-run models were available
around the time that the Canberra Model Railway Club was formed in July of 1960:
In August of 2019, Mr. Bruce Kennett donated a collection of model locomotives and
rolling stock for the Mentor Program. Amongst them was a loco and carriages from an early
Triang brand “Trans Australia” train set. The set is currently displayed in a glass-fronted
cabinet at the front of U.C. High School Kaleen. Two of the carriages are shown below (a
sitting carriage and a baggage car), and the information card displayed with them is
reproduced below as an example of early era ready-to-run equipment available to modellers:
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Bruce Block was one of the early Life Members of CMRC. The earliest mention of his name
comes from John Webster’s research notes that have Bruce listed as a member in 1963. In
a column accompanying a 4-page photo spread of Bruce’s 5th layout, the “Santa Fe Down
Under”, featured in the April 1993 Australian Model railway Magazine (AMRM), he is quoted
as stating that he was one of the original members of the Club. In 1968, he was elected as
one of two Vice-Presidents of the Club.
Whilst he ran some superb locomotives and rolling stock models, both of NSW outline and his
treasured U.S. “Santa Fe”, Bruce is mentioned in the 1960’s for his tuition of members in the
arts of layout scenery production on the club layout (in 1967 and 1968 this is mentioned in
AMRM but there is no mention of the name of the layout or of its location.)
Bruce moved to Dorrigo on the tableland behind Bellingen/Coffs Harbour on the NSW North
Coast in the 1980’s. One source suggests that this occurred around 1987. He researched and
modelled the Glenreagh to Dorrigo branch line and built layouts reflecting the landscape,
structures, and track. His superb work was photographed and featured on several occasions
in AMRM and especially in April and June editions of 1994. An example from June 1994 is
shown below:
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35 miles from Glenreagh is Megan, with a platform, passing loop and goods siding.
(photo taken by Bob Gallagher for AMRM June 1994, page 30.)

Bruce was made a Life Member of the CMRC, possibly in 1987.
Rev. Fr. Robert Ebbs O.P. was a Dominican priest who, in 1971/72 was our Club Secretary.
His NSW outline HO scale locomotive was featured on the cover of the March/April 1972 issue
(Issue 55) of AMRM – see below:

The caption in the bottom right-hand corner reads: “Fr. Robert Ebbs’ 3312 on his exhibition
layout in the Dickson Public Library (see Club Car this issue.)
As described in Chapter 2 of the Club History, Fr. Ebbs had a portable 2-track HO scale layout
that was used in a cooperative promotion between the Library Service, CMRC and the ARHS
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(ACT). Mention is made in that promotion of Fr. Ebbs running a VR narrow gauge train on HO
track, plus HO scale NSWGR 32, 38 and 59 class locos pulling representative trains.
In 1979 when CMRC held its own exhibition and widely advertised modelling competition at
Phillip College, Fr. Ebbs must have moved to Adelaide, as he is listed as one of the interstate
contacts for that competition, with an Adelaide phone number.
Stewart Gordon-Douglas is mentioned by several Club contacts as being a particularly good
modeller. Evidence shows that he was a Club member at least in the period from 1984 to
1987, and likely for a longer period than sparse records show.
In exhibition reports, his “Hillsborough” 00 layout is given honourable mention as a point-topoint layout of British LNER and LMS operation.
Stewart lived at Tharwa, on the outskirts of Canberra, so when the Tharwa Community Hall
was available nearby, it was a convenient place in which the Club members interested in U.S.
outline modelling could construct the early “Hamilton and Ohio Railroad” in the mid 1990’s.
[See Appendix 2 of the Club History for more details.] No plans or photos of this layout have
been discovered. Stewart was one of the group of modellers who founded the NMREG
organisation to organise and operate a model railway exhibition in Canberra over the Canberra
Day long weekend from 1988 to 1999. NMREG moved away from that weekend in 2000, and
then CMRC bought the shares and rights to the exhibition (and ran it from 2001 onwards).

Tharwa Hall (photographed in 2020) where the “H & O Railroad” was constructed.

PECO
Peco, manufacturers of tracks and points, etc has commenced production again and some
products are available. I purchased some Streamline short left hand points from Hattons (5
days delivery from the UK) but right handers were not available. It remains to be seen what
effect the current lockdown due to outbreak of Coronavirus in the UK will have on
production.
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"Faster than fairies, faster than witches,
Bridges and houses, hedges and ditches;
And charging along like troops in a battle,
All through the meadows the horses and cattle:
All of the sights of the hill and the plain
Fly as thick as driving rain;
And ever again, in the wink of an eye,
Painted stations whistle by."
Robert Louis Stevenson's From a Railway Carriage.
The above photo is from the Public Records Office of Victoria – with thanks
==================================================================================

9 TOP TIPS TO LAYING FLEXTRACK
The following article is from Model Railway Engineering (www.modelrailway.com) –
reproduced with thanks. Their website has lots of valuable information for modellers and is
worth a close look. It is written from a UK perspective. In this article I personally would have
preferred to see more information on the use of Tracksetta’s and Xuron track cutters in
laying flextrack,. Using a Dremel works well, but because of the shape of the tool the cut
tends to be at an angel to the vertical, which means filing to get it square again. The use of
the flexible shaft enables the user to get much closer to the track and for a cleaner cut.
“Flexible track is a quicker, easier, option for track work but comes with its own problems.
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Here are the 9 best tips from the collective wisdom of the Internet on how to properly lay
flexi-track and take your track work to the next level.
Let me first say that this guide to laying flexi-track is about the physical elements of cutting,
joining and laying track. It assumes you’ve already worked out the plan for your track work
and mapped this to the baseboard so you know where the track will go.
If you haven’t done this go and get yourself one of the track planning software
applications and work your layout out first. Not doing so is a shortcut to wasted track and
frustration.
Now, once you’ve got a track plan, you can start to place and fix your track and this is where
bendable track comes into its own.
Forget positioning, joining and fixing small sections of track step-by-step. With flexi-track you
can lay huge runs of track in minutes. And without joints every few inches the electrics will
be more reliable and there’s less opportunity for derailing.
Having said this however it’s not all plain sailing and there are three main areas where
modellers struggle when working with stuff and trying to lay it properly.
Bending flexi-track
When I first started using the pliable track I thought bending it to fit my track plan would be
the least of my worries but it’s surprisingly difficult for the unwary.
Just taking the track and bending it without supporting it — as I did when first starting — is a
sleeper away from ruined track. The rails break free of the sleepers and it’s all too easy to
get the degree of curve wrong and having to redo it all. Repeat this a few times and you end
up with track that’s full of odd twists and bends that both looks wrong and is a nightmare for
your trains to travel on.
A post on Model Rail Forum sums up the best way of bending rails: “Only bend it when it is
flat on the baseboard. This gives it support and it can only move in two dimensions.”
Putting it on the baseboard keeps it flat and prevents it twisting.
It’s also worth using Tracksetta radius guides to check that your curves aren’t too tight
Cutting flexi-track
Before getting round to joining and fixing flexi-track in place it will first need cutting to the
right lengths.

A Dremel eases cutting flextrack.
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My favourite way of doing this is with my trusty Dremel and a cutting disc. I position the
various sections in place (pinning them down with a screw between the sleepers) to hold it in
place and then cut the rails to the required length.
The key to cutting flexi track is, as with bending, to keep the track flat and support the rails
as close to the cut point as possible. Otherwise, the track can twist while being cut which can
cause the rails to separate from the sleepers or produce angled rail ends that rail joiners
have difficulty sliding onto.
As such, I not only secure the track with screw prior to cutting but use the adaption of a
technique mentioned on RM Web. Essentially, this is to have a small hand-made wooden
jig. This is no more than a small block of wood with grooves cut for the rails. Placing this
over the track, sliding it up to the ends and holding it down or clamping it while cutting the
rails with Dremel ensures they can’t move and a good rail profile for the joiners to fit to is
achieved.
Although this tip is primarily about cutting flexi-track to size it’s also worth noting of the
advice from Atlas Forum Members. They suggest pre-soldering lengths together to create
longer stretches which avoids having awkward joins in the middle of curves.
This leads me neatly to the next tip on joining Flexi-track.
Joining curved flexi-track
If you have curves on your layout, you’ll quickly realise that joining sections of flexi
track together or coming straight off a curve into a straight section is a lot harder than with
normal track.
The rails of flexi track want to straighten out at the ends so if you’re bringing two curved
sections together it’s easy to get kinks at the join. It’s also very easy to end up with curves
that are differ from the radius of the overall curve and which then causes problems for the
trains as they transition from one radius to another.
Over on the American Model Railroader various forum members suggest pre-bending the
track, so it doesn’t want to straighten out when you’re fitting it and soldering joiners. This
helps reduce the tendency of the track to flex and reinforcing the joiners, so they hold the
rails more firmly.
In my experience I’ve also found this advice from nscale.net handy:
“Lay the track from the middle of the curve, working it in both directions as you form the
desired radius… then cut the ends even and join the next length on straight away.”
Working out from the middle of the curve rather than working into it always results in better
curves when I do it.
Another challenge with joining flexi-track is that the sleepers often run right up to the end of
the rails and getting rail joiners on can be difficult.
The solution there is to remove the last sleeper completely while fitting the rail joiners and
then modifying the sleeper so it can slide back up under the rails once in place. You’ll need
to trim off the chairs that hold the rails on the sleepers and may need to file them down
slightly so they slip under the joiners, but this makes joining the track much much easier
while still giving a pleasing look.
On the subject of joining track, remember to use an easement between straight sections and
curves regardless of which is flexi track. Essentially, going from straight into or from curve
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can cause problems for your rolling stock as it navigates the difference. Instead, you should
gently transition between the changes in direction, starting the curve gently and easing into
the actual radius of the curve.”
======================================================================

PROBLEMS WITH SQUIRRELS – OR POSSUMS?
The Presbyterian church called a meeting to decide what to do about their squirrel
infestation. After much prayer and consideration, they concluded that the squirrels were
predestined to be there, and they should not interfere with God’s divine will.
At the Baptist church, the squirrels had taken an interest in the baptistry. The deacons met
and decided to put a water-slide on the baptistry and let the squirrels drown
themselves. The squirrels liked the slide and, unfortunately, knew instinctively how to swim,
so twice as many squirrels showed up the following week.
The Lutheran church decided that they were not in a position to harm any of God’s
creatures. So, they humanely trapped their squirrels and set them free near the Baptist
church. Two weeks later, the squirrels were back when the Baptists took down the waterslide.
The Episcopalians tried a much more unique path by setting out pans of whiskey around
their church in an effort to kill the squirrels with alcohol poisoning. They sadly learned how
much damage a band of drunk squirrels can do.
But the Catholic church came up with a more creative strategy! They baptized all the
squirrels and made them members of the church. Now they only see them at Christmas and
Easter.
Not much was heard from the Jewish synagogue. They took the first squirrel and
circumcised him. They haven’t seen a squirrel since.
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President: Bob Morton
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Danny Henskens, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew Lund,
Terry Smith, George Watts.
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John
Wishart, Tom Drury, Phil Felstead, Bob Hesse.

FEBRUARY 2021
2 Feb (Tues)
3 Feb (Weds)
9 Feb (Tues)
16 Feb (Tues)
17 Feb (Weds)
23 Feb (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club meeting – “All the rest is History: concluding the
History of Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.”
Continuing work on Club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts
Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on Club layouts

MARCH 2021
2 Mar (Tues)
3 Mar (Weds)
9 Mar (Tues)
16 Mar (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club meeting – Optical and Lighting aids for modellers –
presented by the Canberra Blind Society
Continuing work on Club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts
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17 Mar (Weds)
23 Mar (Tues)
26 Mar (Fri)
27 Mar (Sat)
28 Mar (Sun)
30 Mar (Tues)

Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on Club layouts
2021 Canberra Model Railway Expo – set up
2021 Canberra Model Railway Expo
2021 Canberra Model Railway Expo
Post Expo wrap up

The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.
Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT
2617.
See website for further information - www.cmrci.info
Email: cmrcisecPRA@gmail.com
Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management
Committee.
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